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This document acts as a basic tour guide around the software, which also outlines how to
measure features and how to dimension them. Advanced topics will be discussed in their
own separate documentation.
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Fusion
Introduction
This manual outlines all of the functionality of the FT2-E controller and how to use the
various controls that will be utilised for measuring and reporting of a range of components.
The topics will cover a brief overview of what all the buttons do and what they are intended
for. This should allow you, as the user, to be able to use the controller for a variety of
measures that will be encountered on any given product.
Any advanced topics may require their own separate documentation or the
attendance of a training course that can be organised through Baty. Please refer to the
Contact Us section.
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The Main Window UI (User Interface)
Main Window
Fusion is separated into 4 groups (see fig 1):

1
2

3

4

Fig 1
1.
2.
3.
4.

Menu Bar
Drawing Space
DRO
Feature Window Display

Menu Bar
The Menu bar consists of multiple tabs, each tab groups together the functions you will need
when writing a program. This bar is collapsible to increase the drawing space. To collapse the
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tool bar simply double tap the currently selected tab (see fig 2). To re-open the bar, simply
tap on one of the tabs.

Fig 2.
Drawing Space
This area is where the software will produce your measured part as a drawing. As features are
completed, they are drawn on the screen and are selectable for review or for dimensioning.
This screen also displays the cross hair, this is a representation of the cross hair on
your projector, as you rotate the screen, it will rotate with it. It also serves the cross hair line
tools which are discussed under the measurements section.
DRO
Here the current X Y and Q positions are listed, as the stage moves these values are updated.
They can be zeroed by tapping the axis value, the colour of the text will turn dark blue to
indicate they have been zeroed by the user. They will also turn pink during playback and
display the current distance from the point to be measured.
Feature Window Display
To create a clearer interface, the software reduces the number of pop-up windows to a
minimum. Any window or menu that will require user attention will be placed in this area of
the software. These include the feature window, dimension window and the dimension
options.
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Software Interaction
Touch Gestures
Single Tap/hold
Use this gesture to select items and press buttons. The majority of the
interface uses this simple gesture.

Two Finger Pan
This gesture is used exclusively on the drawing window. Place two
slightly parted fingers on the screen and drag to move the drawing
canvas.

Pinch
On the drawing window, place two fingers on the display at a
reasonable distance apart. Now move the fingers closer together to
zoom in on the drawing.

Stretch
On the drawing window, place two fingers on the display at reasonable
close together. Now spread the fingers away from each other to zoom
out on the drawing.
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Menu Buttons
Inspection
Inspection contains the common controls for the running and saving of programs.

·
·

New Inspection
Open Inspection

-

·
·

Save
Save As…

-

Creates a new Inspection.
Open a previous Inspection. The small arrow will display a
list of recently opened programs.
Save current Inspection.
Save current Inspection with a new name.

Export Datapoints
Display point positions.

Set Program Password
This allows you to set a password on the program. This will prevent anyone
from changing/editing the program.

DXF files
Displays the options available for DXF file import/export. This is explained in
more detail in the DXF Options chapter.

Inspection Notes
Opens a window which contains user notes and can hold images. (E.g. Fixture
information or image of reference features) This information is saved per
program.
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Program Information
Displays information about the currently open program. Details include the
number of Components/Features/Dimensions, Probes used and an estimated
run time.
Program Options

These 3 options are tied to the CNC playback of the currently open program.
·

WPC

-

·

Run

-

·

Program Details

-

Sets/Displays WPC (Work Piece Co-ordinates) information
for the program.
Runs the currently open program under with settings
defined in ‘Program Details’.
This window is where you set you program options such as
SPC on all components, manual referencing etc.

View/Print Reports
Displays the Report options.

Probe Mapper
Displays the probes available. Only needed when importing older software
programs where the probes are not recognised. Select measuring tool to
replace older versions tool.
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Measure
Features

This selection of buttons will open the feature window for the corresponding geometric
shape. The new feature window is discussed in the Feature Window chapter.

Array

Creates copies of selected features in grid formation or around a central
feature.

Probe Setup

Opens the probe set up window. Here you can configure offsets for various
probes. (Only required with Optical Edge Detector).

Cycle Mounted Probes

Switch between Optical Edge Detector and Cross Hair. The Probe Setup
window is discussed in further detail later in this guide.
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View/Edit
View Tools

The view tools edit the drawing space in the Main window:
·
·
·
·

Redraw
Zoom Out
Zoom Last
Zoom Full

-

Resizes the display to fit in all measured features.
Decrease zoom scale of view.
Return to previous zoom scale
Zoom out to view entire work stage.

Drawing Tools

These tools edit the features on the drawing window:
·

Undo

-

Will reverse the last action (E.G. remove a dimension).
The small down arrow displays a history of actions to undo.

·

Redo

-

This will re-instate an action which was undone.
The small down arrow displays a history of actions to re-instate.

·

Erase

-

This button is used to erase Dimensions and Features.
The button latches, so it must be clicked again to turn off this
feature. The button remains highlighted to indicate it is on, the
mouse cursor also changes into an eraser. The cursor returns to
normal on turning off the erase option.
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Drawing Options

These options change the presentation of the drawing window.
·
·

Display Layers Grid Shift
-

Enable/Disable what layers are visible.
Translates/Rotates drawing area.

Feature Select

The arrows allow you to scroll and select through all the features in a program. This is useful
when a feature you want is clustered together with other features.
The feature name is displayed in between the two arrows, clicking the small
downward facing arrow displays the features in a long list so you can quickly jump to a
particular feature.
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Hardware
Referencing

The machine reference function is required every time the system is switched
on. It is necessary to position the X-Y stage as instructed for the specific
Projector model being used, before clicking OK on the Reference Machine
form. This sets the machine zero and ensures that any error correction factors
are applied in the correct position. If you need to re-reference your machine after start up ,
simply press the referencing button to re-launch the Reference window from the start up
screen.

Probe Setup

Opens the probe set up window. Here you can configure offsets for various
probes. (Only required with Optical Edge Detector).

Probe Enable

Turns Optical Edge on/off.
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Settings

These are the advanced settings in the software.
·

Software Settings

-

Loads the software settings. This Icon can also be found
the Hardware tool bar.

Store Points
Clicking the store points icon (fish) will turn the icon into an elephant. By
enabling store points, the optical edge detector will remember all edges it
crosses without a feature open. When opened, all the points remembered
will immediately be shown in the feature window.

Switch Units
Switches between Metric and Imperial measures.
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Help

·
·
·

About
Online Help File
File Information

-

Shows Baty splash screen.
Opens the HTML software manual.
Lists all files and their version numbers.
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Feature Window
Window Overview
The feature window is the common dialog for displaying information on Points, Lines and
Circles. Many of the options are common across all three feature types.

The Feature Profile is the dominate feature of this window, this shows the points in relation
to its best fit equivalent (line circle etc.). The slider located directly underneath sets the scale
of the image, enabling you to emphasize the error on each of the points.
The basic information of the feature is in the top right of the window:
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In the example above, it is showing the X Y Z of the circles centre plus its diameter. On a line
feature, the diameter would be replaced by the Length. Only the X Y Z co-ordinate are
shown for a line.
This is followed by the fit, the ‘Smiley Face’ is to give a quick visual indication of the quality
of the fit. If it is within tolerance, the face will smile. If the fit is just outside of tolerance, the
face will become ‘concerned’. If the fit is way outside of tolerance it will frown.
The tolerances for this feature can be found in the user settings under Units.
Just below is where you can set the feature as a specified Datum for dimensioning and its
drawing layer.

Feature Window Options

Items from left to right:
·

Notes

-

Enables a message to be saved with the feature.

·

Construct

-

Construct the selected feature.

·

Retake point

-

Removes the last point taken.

·

Delete

-

Deletes the feature and closes the window.

·

Cycle View

-

Switches between feature graphic and data points.

·

Plane

-

Not used on the FT2.

·

Reference

-

Makes the feature a reference.

·

Apply Changes

-

Apply any changes made to the drawing window.

·

OK

-

Closes the Feature window
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Taking Measurements
Measuring with the FT2 is a very simple process 3 step process:
1. Select the type of feature you wish to measure from the Measure tool bar (see
features).
2. Begin taking points via the Optical Edge probe or manually via the crosshair.
3. Press the green tick in the feature window to complete the measurement (see
Accept).

Optical Edge
To take points with the optical edge, ensure the probe is turned on (see Probe Enable). Next,
simply move the probe across an edge from light to dark or vice versa to trigger a point. If
your Optical edge is internal, the trigger point will be the centre of the crosshair.
Setting up Optical Edge
The optical edge is calibrated in the Settings window:

On the left hand side, select ‘Optical Edge Sensor’ (highlighted in Red). This will show you a
graph which displays the current light level in real time. To re-calibrate simply move the
edge detector into Light and press the Set button highlighted in Orange. Move the edge
detector into the dark and press the Set button highlighted in Green.
The red line in the graph represents the trigger point. If you wish to set a custom trigger
position, change the value of the text box highlighted Blue.
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Crosshair
To take points with the crosshair, it is recommended you disable the Optical Probe first (see
Probe Enable).
To take a point manually, simply tap the white feature profile window. Shown below
highlighted Red:

Crosshair Line tool
The crossbar tool can create Line features with a pre-defined length quickly, with its direction
based on the current angle as shown in the Drawing Space. To create one, swipe your finger
across the feature profile window as shown below:

The crosshair has two lines (shown as red or black in the Drawing Space), the line used is
based on the direction of the swipe gesture.
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Q-axis
The Q-axis can be used to manually take measures of angles using the cross hair on the
projector. Simply rotate the handle by the glass cross hair and the angle will output in the
FT2 Fusion screen DRO.
To output an angle as a dimension, measure (or construct) the lines in the main window and
click between the features to output the angle.
Calibrating the Q-axis
The Q-axis is calibrated in the Settings window:

On the left-hand side, select ‘Calibrate Rotational Axis’ (highlighted in Red). Position the
glass cross hair into its zero position and press the Start button highlighted Orange. Rotate
the glass around 360 degrees and once back to the zero position, press the Set button
highlighted Green (You can decide to set it through a designated angle if required, by typing
the degrees you want to rotate through). Once this has been done, press the apply settings
button in the top right to apply the calibration to the DRO.
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Review Measured Feature
Once you have completed your measurement and have press the Tick, you can re-open any
feature by simply tapping it in the Drawing Space.
If you tap in an area containing multiple features, you will find that the software will list all
the possible features in the Window Display as shown below:

Click the feature you wish to open from this list and the Feature window will re-appear
containing the selected features data.
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Dimensioning
The software will create a dimension when 2 features are selected. Depending on the
features selected, the appropriate options will appear in the Window Display.
The process is as follows:
1. Select the first feature. This will load the Feature Window for that feature.
2. Select a second feature. This will cause the Window Display to display the relevant
dimensioning options.
3. Select which option you wish to use.
4. Place your finger where you wish the dimension to be drawn in the Drawing Space.
An individual feature can also be selected twice to give further dimensioning options.

Dimension Options
Depending on which features you click, you will get different options displayed.
Selecting two different features will display:

Selecting the same feature twice (circles and points):
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DXF Options
Clicking the DXF button will give you a drop menu.

·
·
·
·

Import
Export
Delete
Best fit

-

Bring a DXF file into Fusion.
Export measured features as a DXF.
Remove DXF from main screen.
Best fit DXF profile to scan points. Access to
manually move DXF.

DXF Import
At present, there is only one method of importing DXF files, and that is as a curve profile.

Press next to select DXF file. Once selected it will lead you to another options menu:

Use the unit selection to change the scale of the DXF. Set bilateral tolerancing for the DXF in
the Default Profile Tolerance.
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Setting multiple tolerance bands around a DXF

When a DXF is imported, you can further edit the tolerance bands after setting the initial
bilateral tolerance. Touch or right click the feature and a window will appear that will let you
set a features tolerance. This option allows you to set multiple tolerances on a DXF if a part
so requires it.

DXF Export
Exporting features as a DXF gives you two options for file output:
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DXF Best fit
Use the best fit option to manually move the DXF to the scan points or allow the software to
automatically best fit a DXF to points.

The play icon, highlighted green, allows the software to perform a best fit automatically of
the DXF to scan points. The icons highlighted in red allow you to manually move the DXF
about Fusion. You can move up, down, left, right and rotate A/CW and CW. Control the
increment of moves by adjusting the move scale bar to the right for larger moves and left for
finer moves. You can move the DXF manually by use of X, Y & R if so desired. Press the apply
button to the left of the play icon to move the DXF. When moves are complete, press the tick
icon to accept and close the window.
Please note, best fit can only be performed against scan points only. Features measured as
lines, circles and points cannot be best fitted to a DXF.
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How to generate a Report
Opening the Reporting Window
Once you have run your Inspection program or have opened a previously saved one, you will
be able to open the Reports menu from the ‘Inspection’ menu bar along the top window:

This will display the following window:

From here you have the ability to choose multiple report types to create many reports on a
single run.

Common Reporting Headers
When the window first opens, it will default to the ‘Report Headers’ section of the menu tree
located on the left:

In this section, you will fill out the common details that will be used across all of the reports
you generate for this program. Furthermore, these details are saved when you save the
inspection. So they will be recalled with the program.
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The Report Headers window has two sections. The top contains the fields you wish to display
in the reports, the lower section defines the Header View you display in the report.
Report Headers
The top half consists of two columns:

The left half are the ’Labels’ and the right side defines the value you wish to assign to it. The
below examples are taken from a ‘Graphic Details’ and ‘Tabulated Dimensions’ report using
the headers above:

The ‘Edit Labels’ button will allow you to customize the name of the labels in a report, so you
could for example change the ‘Drawing Number’ to ‘Batch Number’ if necessary. Again these
changes will be saved with the inspection so will appear on subsequent runs.
You can also reset the labels back to their default settings using the ‘Use Default Labels’
button.
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Header View
This section consists of 5 options:

The reports contain a thumbnail image of the current view. This is placed in the report just to
the right of the company logo.
·
·
·

None ISO
Others -

No thumbnail will be displayed in the report
Creates a thumbnail of the current ‘Isometric View’
Creates a thumbnail on the current view for the selected Plane.

Note: On 2D systems such as projectors the only valid views are XY and ISO.
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Selecting which reports to run
There is a total of 8 reports that can be generated. Each of these reports has a tick box next
to them, simply tick the boxes for the reports you want to run:

For our first report, select ‘Graphic Details’ and ‘Tabulated Dimensions’.
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Running the reports
To create the reports, you have two options which are found in the top left corner of the
reporting window:

1. Run the report
2. Save the report

Run the report
When you run the report, the spreadsheet will be generated and displayed in the
report viewer.
From this window, you can Print the report, open a previously generated report. The
functions of this window are more detailed in the Report Viewer section.

Save the report
Pressing this button will open a windows “Save File” dialog, choose the location
you wish to save the reports to and press Save.

Congratulations, you have created your first reports.
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Reporting Options
Opening the reporting options
To open the reporting options, click the Gear icon located in the top right corner:

You can also access these settings via the standard settings button in the software.

Settings Window

Inspection Results
This report is generated at the end of a program, it displays a summary of the completed
program. The formats it displays are:
Program Pass
Partial Pass (75%)
Fail
The latter two will display all the dimensions that fall out of tolerance. There are 3 options for
this report:
Do Not Show -

Don’t display at the end of a program

Show

-

Display the report at the end of a program

Save as RTF

-

Do not display the file, instead save the report in a defined folder (set
in General Section).
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Company Details
Here you can list your company details that will be displayed on the report:

These fields include Name, Address, Website and also a custom logo.

General Settings
Selecting General from the left side tree view will display 3 fields:

Here you can specify the locations of your Inspection results and saved reports. You can
either manually type a path or press the … button to choose a folder to serve as the
destination.
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Report Viewer
The Report Viewer is the application used to display the Fusion reports. As has already been
stated, the Reports are now generated as XLSX files, this viewer allows the user to view these
reports even if there is no Office or OpenOffice suite installed.
The window is split into 3 groups:

1

2

3

1. Menu Bar
2. Currently Open Reports
3. A Read-Only Viewing Area

Menu Bar
Load File
Opens a previously created report
Close File
Closes the currently viewed Report
Close All
Closes all the open Reports
Load Folder
Opens all reports in the selected Folder
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Refresh
Update the currently open reports
Print
Prints the currently viewed report
Print Preview
Displays how the currently viewed report will look after printing

Currently Open Reports
All the currently open report files will be listed on the left side of the window:

Simply select the Report you wish to view and its contents will be displayed on the right in
the viewing area.
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Report Types
Graphic Details

The ‘Graphics Detail’ will produce a CAD style drawing with the part showing all dimensions.
The final report will be what the current view portrays, therefore it is a good idea to press
Redraw to ensure you have the whole part in view before generating a ‘Graphic Detail’
report.
Views
Select the Views you to generate reports from. You can select multiple views
Note: On 2D systems only XY will generate a report
Orientation
Specify if you wish the report to be portrait or landscape.

Tabulated Features
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The ‘Tabulated Features’ report lists out all the measured features along with their
properties. These include feature number, feature type, start and end points, centres,
Lengths, Lines etc.
Orientation
Specify if you wish the report to be portrait or landscape.

Tabulated Dimensions

This is the most commonly generated report, it will output all the Dimensions in the
Inspection. The outputted information includes the Identifier, Nominal, Actual, Error,
Tolerances, Pass/Fail and Geometric Tolerances.
Values to Display
A checkbox list of all the values you can have in your report. Tick/Untick as desired.
Orientation
Specify if you wish the report to be portrait or landscape.
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Point Positions

This report will display any single Point details, these also include the Centres of Circles and
Arcs.
Values to Display
A checkbox list of all the values you can have in your report. Tick/Untick as desired.
Orientation
Specify if you wish the report to be portrait or landscape.

Feature Profile
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The ‘Feature Profile’ report will display the point distribution for a single feature. The blue
line represents the calculated Circle, while the red circles represent the position of the taken
points relative to the calculated Circle. The grey outline represents the scale of the image, the
actual scale is displayed in the lower left corner. The example above has a scale of 6.3µm.
Selected Features
Click the ‘Add Feature’ button then select the feature you want by left clicking it, you can add
multiple features. You can clear any features added with the ‘Clear All’ button.
Orientation
Specify if you wish the report to be portrait or landscape.

Multiple Components

‘Multiple Components’ is the report that will show a history of all the previous measurements
taken by the program. This data is lost if the SPC data is cleared. Each row represents a
measured component with the columns being the measurement for that part.
Geometric Tolerance
Tick/Un-tick as depending if Geometric Tolerances are required.
Orientation
Specify if you wish the report to be portrait or landscape.
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Dimension SPC

This report will display all the SPC data based on the collected measurements of a
component. This includes data such as the Average, Max, Min, CP, CPK etc.
This report can also be generated from the Dimensions Property window.
Selected Dimension
Click the ‘Add Dimension’ button then select the dimension you want by left clicking it,
currently you can only add a single dimension. You can clear the selected dimension with the
‘Clear All’ button.
Orientation
Specify if you wish the report to be portrait or landscape.

Last CNC Run
Not used.
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Contact Us
BATY INTERNATIONAL
Unit 1 Sovereign Centre
45 Victoria Road
Burgess Hill
West Sussex
RH15 9LR
Tel: 01444 235621
service@bowersgroup.co.uk
www.bowersgroup.co.uk
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